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Mikrosolke, Anarchia Audiovisiva
Bertram Niessen

who, between screams and sweat
sometimes literally seems to fuck with
the instrument (which can be a mixer
and a couple of broken record players,
a piano or some slide projectors) and
sometimes it seems she is about to
take off.
Their performance is an underground
dirty and infected splinter, the sort
with an unpredictable trajectory able
to carry you high towards lyric and
acid spaces or to make you sink into
brutality so as to make your ears
bleed. We asked Unz and Tatiana to
tell us about their way of working,
focusing on their performances rather
than on their techniques and
aesthetics choices. In their work it is in
fact quite clear that those aspects are
of secondary importance and that
what counts is their energy during
lives.

Mikrosolke, anarchic manipulators of
narrations, were born from the
meeting of Unz, Tatiana and MM . It is
very difficult to explain (and
understand) what they do. First of all,
we must say there is not a
“Mikrosolke” recipe”. It is in fact an
improvisation project coming out of
fun, sometimes sick, in building fragile
(drenched too) bridges between audio
and video worlds.
Mikrosolke’s performances are a new
wave in the world of Italian
audiovisual performances, lately
worryingly oriented towards loungeatmospheres
fundamentally
inoffensive. Their way to present on
stage breaks the mould: to the cold
posture peculiar to Tatiana’s and Unz’s
laptop performers the unpredictable
physicalness of MM (member of
Mercoledì and Newtone 2060 too)
3

created during
production.

.

Bertram Niessen: How do you create
your narrative path? Do you have an
outline first or do you start working in
lab and then develop the whole thing?
I
am
really
interested
in
understanding how you manage to
find
a
balance
between
experimentation and availability
Tatiana: Actually, I think there is not a
true answer to the two questions, as
our relation is casual, rather human
than collaborative. We haven’t fixed
meetings, we don’t work constantly,
we haven’t a project or an idea of
career and we haven’t any logic
mechanisms of production. The
“Mikrosolke” entity itself hasn’t a fixed
identity, but it lives in an absolutely
indefinite time and space. I didn’t
even know I was part of it until a
stranger told me. The same is for the
availability: we don’t care about it.
There is no difference between a
happy customer and an unhappy one.
What comes out of our performances
is always good. Actually, until present,
we have never presented a work

the

“solitary

.

Bertram Niessen: for instance, Unz’s
choices in sound don’t meet
everyone’s taste, but what comes out
can be enjoyed by “outsiders.”…..
Tatiana: To me, we are not given to
know.
Unz: I think I have the builtest part of
the three of us, the most controlled
and rhythmic one. The choice and the
creation of sounds are always
connected to a private and emotional
research on the project rather than to
techno-musical needs

twice.

Bertram Niessen: How do you act
during performances? I have seen MM
with Newtone 2060 and Mercoledí
many times and I know it is not easy
for him to control his exuberance
during his performances. How do you
make a deal?

Unz: I believe the truth is in the
middle. We have an outline that can
be changed but we must have some
starting points. Then the elaboration
in lab and the combination of the
things is fundamental to approach the
different ideas and points of view

Tatiana: We do not. Each one of us
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has something to deal with. It can be
either exuberance, schizophrenia,
anxiety or fear. We definitely have a
very emotive and sensitive
collaboration. I think the trick is to
catalyze all the right way. In fact, we
rather talk about our mood than our
structure of our work. To confirm this,
after years of relationship with
Mimmo and Nunzio, I am persuaded
we play well only when we have the
same mental mood. We are not made
for programming a performance, but
for playing when we feel it. As Mimmo
says, we are not someone who can
think about getting up and going to
work on the morning, leading a
“normal” life. When we feel the need
to hide in a dark coin, the external
reality disappears and we are no more
able to do anything else.

.

Bertram Niessen: It seems I
understand that, with your new work
on tango, you reshuffle the cards as
far as techniques and technologies
you use are concerned. Could you tell
me about it?
Tatiana: I did it because someone told
me I was becoming boring and as I
had other things in mind I thought it
was the right moment. In fact, it was
funny to do something new, including
the change of roles we decided to
have, such as for Mimmo, usually a
sound producer, become an image
producer.

Unz: Usually, we don’t make a deal,
we let MM’s exuberance be set free,
trying to follow the different waves
creating from time to time during the
performance and trying to give
enough room to what we arranged.
After all, it is just a question of
schedule and then there is always the
mixer .

www.mikrosolke.org
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Qubogas: No Audiovisual Performances
Silvia Bianchi

between abstraction and figuration,
with a work combining painting,
digital collage, drawing on paper and
graffiti. Their works recreate an
abstract and imaginary world, made
up of chaotic landscapes and
explosive microcosms, savage
gardens and surreal landscapes. Each
illustration is made up of details and
of a play of superimposition between
colours where the elements are
arranged and weighed in such a way
to transmit serenity and calm. Their
compositions draw a fragile and
poetic atmosphere, and the
refinement and the childishness of
their outlines recreate delicate and
evanescent perception spaces.

Laura Henno, Jef Ablézot e Morgan
Dimnet started their common
research at secondary school in Lille
where they graduate in plastic art and
together start to approach the graphic
world. Their artistic path starts in
2000 and leads them to be today an
extremely
established
and
internationally active team from the
point of view of art and commercial
production.
They first presented live at Netmage
02 . In this Bolognese audiovisual
kermes, they presented a live
introducing a visual poetics able to
unfreeze the standards of image in
flash and of audio/video interaction,
introducing regressive, playful,
distorted and magic visual imagery.

.

Baover Tit is the first author’s object
realised with the support of Netmage.
The CD, which guides us through an

Qubogas develop a research at the
origin of a surreal universe, developed
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unusual and new path in the imagery
of Qubogas, is part of a group of
creations conceived by the trio (the
first one was a live with Scratch Pet
Land ) after having won the first prize
in the call of the Netmage 02 edition

projections. In this sense, our work is a
way to come to an end with them.

Silvia Bianchi: Which type of software
do you use to create your animations?
Qubogas: We use flash and
Photoshop. We draw and then use
video software to move our new
objects in space. Our work is growing
and we adapt it to the different
platforms and to the different forms
of digital elaborations and to video
too. At first, we devoted to
performances, then to installations
and at present to interactive
animations: it is a part of our artistic
path

.

Silvia Bianchi: Tell me about your
collaboration with Netamge?
Qubogas: The first time we come to
Netmage we were stuck by this
unbelievable forum. We had little live
experience, we wanted to experiment
in this field and we tried to. Netmage
gave us a lot; it helped us in
communicating and in diffusing our
work. It gave us a lot of support and
the chance to collaborate with many
other festivals.

Silvia Bianchi: How do you work
during your lives? Do you use Flash
during your performances too?
Qubogas: Yes, we do. We are not VJs
and we do not have an exclusive
interest in technology. The video is
nothing but a way to show our work,
although it is not essential. We aren’t
digital artists, the painting and the
drawing are our main passions. Digital
is another instrument to express our
work. Showing drawings and not
making live media is a choice of style.
We do believe there are too many
people
making
multimedia

Festivals such as Netmage are a
fundamental instrument for artists to
show their works and to boost their
productions. Netmage is a kind of
family to us. There is a strong
connection between us and the
people who work there and it is very
important for us that there are people
who are happy to see that our work is
growing.
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wondering whether you used a
scheme of a game .
Qubogas: No. Baover Tit isn’t a game
because there is nothing to win. We
only wanted to translate the joy and
peace peculiar to our animations
through a travel in our fantastic world
and the use of the multimedia
platform gave us this opportunity
giving life to our drawings.

.

Silvia Bianchi: Netmage production
configures as an interactive work. I am
www.qubogas.com/
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Live Dj Set Vs Studio Dj Set
Alex Dandi

parts allows some conceptual doubts
on the operation. But if a DJ is judged
a musician in all respects (by the
English musicians’ union too) we
absolutely must consider his simple
mixing a live performance by full right.

The forthcoming release of Miss Kittin
‘s Live At Sonar gives us the chance to
consider the role of DJ sets (more or
less live, more or less artificial)
immortalised and marketed on CDs
the discography market is
overstocked with. Can a DJ set be
considered a live in all respects by the
same standards of a concert with a lot
of musicians making music through
instruments (either acoustic, electric
or electronic)?

.

Miss Kittin’s case is rather peculiar
because beyond mixing, this DJ born
in Grenoble ( France ) likes to profit
from her singer’s role improvising
several live karaoke. A human voice
over -recording on a sequence of
mixed tracks creates a more
perceptible live effect, with vocal
imperfections and the return of
public’s noise on the microphone.

After all, a DJ set is nothing but a
sequence of someone else’s records
mixed more or less. Miss Kittin’s live
was recorded live during her
performance during last year’s Sonar
and was successively edited in some
parts for some problems of licences
and authorisations on some tracks.
The fact that a live is not reproduced
in its integrity but divided into some

The DJ set’s axis shifts decidedly
towards concert dimension when
Miss Kittin talks to her public on the
microphone and while the disc skips
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repeatedly for a technical problem,
our heroine blathers to pretend
nothing happened. All this bring us
back in time, when you could listen to
DJ sets only in clubs and the “records”
were sold directly by DJs or by illegal
stalls in Rimini such as in Camdem
Town in full house music explosion
were the only way to listen to
legendary DJ’s deeds. When music
industry then realized illegally
recorded DJ sets had a market
decided to produce tons of
compilations.

time mix CD has become rather a
studio practice, where the editing
software replaced mixers and cymbals
and target tracks licences replaced
the spontaneity of selection.
The mystification in studio of a DJ set
is a disgraceful practice because it
does not tell us about a DJ’s style,
maybe it suggests just his artistic idea,
but it does not tell us anything about
his style. Try to compare Larry Levan
al Paradise Garage ‘s live to any mix
CDs released recently in order to
understand the differences between a
live experience on CD and a planned
DJ set on CD.

.

Just think about the series connected
to the most important bars in the
world, such as Fabric ‘s or Dj Kicks of!
K7′s , to understand its importance
(commercial too). You should not
undervalue it is not uncommon that
mixed compilations sell much more
then albums produced by DJs. If at
the beginning DJ sets were
exclusively live performances
reproductions with two cymbals and a
mixer ( and sometimes a sampler ), in

.

There are exceptions indeed. In 1997
Coldcut managed with their 70
Minutes of Madness to define in a
new way the concept itself of a CD
mix, profiting from turntablism
potentialities. Jeff Mills’ Exhibitionist
(in its DVD version too) shows the
tension, the mistakes of someone
who loves to perform with a live
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feeling, baring his soul to the public.
Excess Luggage di Laurent Garnier is
instead the quite perfect transposition
of feelings different from live DJ set to
live DJ set in different towns,
although the mixing is probably
rebuilt in studio.

failed, in their The Dirtchamber
Sessions Vol.1 of 1999. It was an
experiment of total mash up
becoming sometimes a mere exercise
of style, revealing the scrupulous
planning of the selection. This idea of
list more or less planned raises a
series of questions about live sets
fruition mechanisms. In the case of a
normal concert, the public knows
perfectly the band will play the tracks
with a certain order, maybe
lengthening some parts or cutting
some track from the list, following
anyway a planned outline. In a DJ set
instead a list should never be planned
because the DJ should follow the
dance floor’s flow, try to seize the
emotional inputs from the public and
select the track list in real time, with
continuous changes and last minute’s
choices.

Sometimes the raving computer
editing, used above all to get perfect
mixings or to disguise possible
mistakes in post production, is used in
a creative way. The perfect example is
2002 2ManyDjs ‘ As Heard on Radio
Soulwax part.2 , able to recreate a
sort of live feeling despite a selection
evidently edited and studied up to the
details in studio. The compilation
opens with a live version of Emerson
Lake & Palmer’s “Peter Gunn”, as if
they wanted to emphasize their will to
keep a sort of well-organized live
chaos.

When instead the selection of a CD
mix is made, the DJ does not consider
the reactions of the public; it is a
listening selection even when it is
dance music. A live recorded DJ set is
a witness of what happened, maybe
only a fetish for who was there. It is
not our intent to find out what is
better or what is worse, but it is to
become aware that a DJ set on CD is a
studio work; it is quite never a picture
of a DJ’s style. It does not tell us much
about being a DJ, a creative talent
able to express him never but during
his performance in front of a public.

.

2 Many Djs succeed anyway, where
Liam Howlett of Prodigy partially

11
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Loren Chasse, Photographing Acustic Spaces
Luca Bergero

collaborations, he is a teacher at the
San Francisco School District where
he organises workshops on the
listening ability and on creativity
connected to it.

The American Loren Chasse is one of
the most important international
artists,
connected
to
the
environment/sound relation. His
abilities to listen and to transform the
object in “musical instrument” are
some of the most identifying features
of his work.

.

Luca Bergero: In 2004 I was in a
concert of yours; I really liked your
“plunging” into the public and the way
you cancelled the distance between
you and the listeners. Can you just tell
us about the way you develop your
live performances? How flexible are
you in the relationship with the
public?

If field recordings are more and more
common in “experimental” music,
Loren Chasse does not only have a
different way of using sound, but he
manages, with his microphone, to
photograph in a representative way
the acoustic spaces in which he
works.

Loren Chasse: My performances are
thoroughly connected to the use of
space as an “instrument”. Usually,
there is little distance between me
and the listener because the sounds I
like are generated by delicate physical

Chasse can shift the “traditional”
frontier of art, making the differences
between music and sound art not very
crystalline, if they exist. Beyond his
activity as a musician and his several
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gestures which have to be observed
from close up. Often, the sounds are
acoustically amplified from the same
room and are relatively calm. The
sounds of the room and of the public
are always included in the “mix”. I
work near each listener’s ears in such
a way to obtain a sort of intimacy,
something individual, maybe private
too, for each ear in the room.

.

Luca Bergero: I read a lot about your
idea of microphone as ears’ extension.
Since you started working with field
recordings how has your every- day
listening changed? Do you manage to
separate each moment completely
you have the chance to seize the
sounds from others?
Loren Chasse: I use the microphone a
lot and I take inspiration from a
certain pointlessness in sound
recording. The moment does not
sound so good once it is recorded.
This is why during my performances I
like to create a natural listening
experience and not a technologymediated one. I usually use a
microphone to record the sound of
my actions so that after the
performance my public can listen to a
recorded version of what they
listened to or of what they saw me
doing. In my recorded works I like to
get the sounds they way they are
transformed and overemphasized
from the environment, maybe giving a
physical quality implying something

I am aware I can not really “compose”
a performance before it happens. I
can at most “choreography” my
movements in space, considering this
path as a stereophonic space I want
to investigate within. I try at least to
identify a set of chances for space and
the situation of the performance: I
want some of them to happen. In the
live you attended, I noticed some
children in the theatre following while
I was moving among several things on
the floor. They looked at me from
close up, with the fascinating
inattention peculiar to children, and
wanted to imitate my gestures and
touch the things when I had finished
to use them. As they felt at their ease,
they joined me as I was shaking the
gravel or contorting some wood.

on the situation and on the
circumstances they were achieved or
found.
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experience
Luca Bergero: Part of your works
involves children. Which kind of
reaction do they have towards the
projects you present to them? How
does the relationship with those
“pure” listeners influence your work?
Loren Chasse: Working with children
gives me the freedom to profit from
more possibilities. They are not selfaware and so I realize I am becoming
in my turn less self-aware. Children do
not look for or listen to a “personality”
within the work, they need an
immediate fulfilment of their senses;
so I tend to be rather physical in my
approach and to create my sound I try
to use things, which are far more
fascinating. I take into account that
sounds were not too “violent” or
strong for children’s ears.

.

Luca Bergero: Each environment has
peculiar sound aspects. How do you
relate or modify the audio to the
space you have the chance to present
your works in? Do the works you
create for art galleries require a
different approach?
Loren Chasse: I do not really know
whether I really make a distinction
between works for art galleries and
the others. It is always related to a
specific space. Are they stairs?
Balconies? Windows? Railings? Wood?
Stone? Fitted carpet? Metal? Is there
an access to the adjoining rooms? Are
there fixed chairs? Can the spectators
move freely around the room?
Definitely, a type of place which might
influence my approach could be a sort
of “hope” that a particular kind of
public may attend the event. There
are plenty of “subcultures” where my
works are presented and I must say
that some spectators are more
“innocent” then others, or they have
more experience or at least a different

.

Luca Bergero: How important are
collaborations in your artistic path?
How does the comparison with other
musicians/artists interfere in the
15

growth and realisation of new
projects?

day life.

Loren Chasse: Collaborations can be
very fulfilling. It is a relationship
imposing some limits which can be
either exciting or frustrating. To me
collaborations are successful when I
have a friendship or at least a personal
relationship which goes beyond
sound art subculture. Lately, I am
more interested in working with
people from other fields, whose
motivations can be slightly different
from mine’s. At present time, I am
involved in a project with an
organisation of London named
Proboscis. I am interested in the
“practise “of free distribution which
can lead to perspectives-often
through creativity-to work in new
fields.

.

Luca Bergero: Which is, whether it
exists, the limit between music and
“sound art”?
Loren Chasse: I think the imaginary
limit changes continuously. My
activities in groups such as Thuja, The
Child Readers, The Blithe Sons and Of
(also called Jewelled Antler music) are
no more such separated from the
activities carried out in my name. It is
rather a division between culture of
“sound art” and culture of
alternative/experimental/psychedelic
(how may names!), but now there are
festivals and events (in big museums
too) inviting artists from both “fields”.
So, actually this border vanishes and
the two worlds, listening and
recognizing themselves “in the other”,
start to mingle.

Proboscis usually gathers artists and
people concerned in different fields,
such as economy, neurology,
education,
cartography,
communication, etc with the hope
that two fields might be mutually
inspired in innovating new practices
and in developing new decision
criteria. My project involves the work
with a state school, consisting in
mapping the neighbourhood
according to the sound experiences of
the students. Moreover, we are
analysing some “typologies” of sound
spaces in London and the way people
listen to their environment in every-

Luca Bergero: Which are your current
engagements? Do you have plans to
come back in Italy ?
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Loren Chasse: Each summer I go
where I am invited. I have some good
friends in Turin (a group called My Cat
is An Alien ) and I hope I will meet
them again and I will collaborate with
them. I would like to visit some
friends in Milan and Udine . Those
meetings might lead to some
collaboration Next summer I imagine

I will have some chances in Estonia
and in Latvia ; I am going to work with
some friends in Switzerland and in
Spain . I suppose I will go where the
wind is blowing!.

www.23five.org/lchasse/
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Inviting Horror: Join To The Fear
Beatrice Ferrario

selves, called phobic object. The
subject experiment this someone or
something as a menace for itself and
point its aggressiveness on itself as
defence.

During this age of modernity or
thoughtful modernity, how the
sociologist Ulrich Beck define it, who
has never tried fear? We live in the
constant menace of global danger of
high potential power, we are fed and
exploited by power structures, who
try to guarantee to their citizens a
sense of safety, in exchange of a
restricted individual freedom.

.

The phobic object represent both the
aggressiveness and the desire. “It is an
hallucinatory object” explain the
artists, “always fed by projection
means, with whom the person that
project them identify itself. A phobic
object is formed both by the
projected object and by the dynamic
of the projection”.

Inviting Horror, the interactive art
project created by Karen Lancel e
Hermen MaaT , overturn this
mechanism, forming and studying
frightening situations in public places,
with the participation of common
people that act scenes of social
phobia.

Inviting Horror studies the application
of this concept through the mediation
of new technologies. From the minds
of the scientists, of the innovators but
also with the collaboration of the
audience as well, we’ve seen new

People who suffer of phobia project a
mix of aggressiveness and desire on
something or someone out of their
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auto-supervisor techniques such as
the surveillance shoe and the
kissmask by Jill Magid, blood sample
biometric as the Biochemical Portrait
by Hermen Maat and phobic
architectures, such as Agora Phobia
Digitalis created by Karen Lancel.

invented to be worn by two women.
It’s composed by two masks, similar
to the gasmask, positioned at the end
of a accordion tube that links one to
another. Inside the tube, there’s a
microphone that records every
breath, voice and kiss. The final effect
evoke a cyberpunk scenery, as we feel
the presence of a global menace but
on the other and the need of sharing a
tender private space. Just to
remember that we’re human, after all.

.

Let’s see some of the projects
presented at the Inviting Horror,
considering the division in “desire
phobia” and “aggressiveness phobia”:

.

THE DESIRE

.AGGRESSIVENESS

Surveillance Shoe: In the architecture
of a common women shoe there’s a
little mobile camera installed inside,
that records from the point of view of
the person that wears the shoe. The
camera becomes one with the body,
that can auto-observe and autocontrol itself. The images product are
erotic but terrible at the same time, as
they show how our privacy can be
invaded by an electronic eye.

Biochemical Portrait: A mistress
wearing a white coat, behind a stand
in a public place, cleans carefully a
finger of a person, she uses a needle
to prick it and then take a sample of
blood. It seems a normal glycaemia
test, but the computer that makes the
analysis gives back the portrait of the
person in that very moment. The artist
specify that it is not important the
meaning of the portrait itself. The
situation evoke the fear of the forced

Kissmask: The kissmask has been
19

blood sample, that could be used by
the law and prefigure the frontier of
the biometry used in the techniques
of identification.

agoraphobic people (people scared by
open spaces) or prisoners, forced by
condition that develop social phobias.

Agora Phobia (Digitalis): An isolation
cabin situated in a crowded place, as
a square. Inside found place only a
person and a computer. Visitors are
therefore invited to the auto-isolation
inside the cabin, talking in chat with

http://www.invitinghorror.org/
http://www.jillmagid.net/Home.htm
http://www.lancelmaat.nl/
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Reality Addicts: Transmediale 06
Tiziana Gemin

false illusions. The theme is about the
perception of the reality mediated by
technologies and the possibility to
carry out processes able to unmask
and mix up this filtered reality.
Transmediale 05 propose to the
“dependent of reality” to address a
glance critical and conscious to the
machineries. So that they search
reality not behind a screen, but
further.

This year Transmediale 06 of Berlin
carried lots of changes. The evident
novelty is the location, no more the
spacious Haus der Kulturen der Welt ,
but in the discreet Akademie der
Kuenste. The director of this festival,
Andreas Broeckmann, sees in the
transfer a sign that strengthen the
relationship with arte in general. More
than a logistic need. And the festival
subtitle took the same direction, from
“International Media Art Festival” to ”
Festival for Art and Digital Culture “.

.

On the same wavelength as the
thematic nucleus of disillusion with
the technologic reality, inside the
festival was put up the exhibition
Smile Machines , by the French AnneMarie Duguet , who emphasizes the
relationship with the contemporary
art in selecting the works, proposing a
historic path, who didn’t necessarily
privilege the most innovative works

Transmediale 06 theme was Reality
Addicts and the debate emerged, in
the conferences as well, has been
really interesting, even if it leaves lots
of doubts, in my opinion. Made the
point of the situation and saw the
changes brought by the technologies
most of all in the last ten years, we
note the errors of valuation and the
21

by the technologic point of view.
From Fluxus to Net Artist , the lead
that allows the connections between
present and past s the humour. The
irony that can gush in different
modalities.

person support it in his constant
request of help.
Paul Demarinis with Grind Snaxe Blind
Apes (1997) make a tribute to the
conceptual artist Jim Pomeroy ,
raising a construction of boxes, where
there’s a cage with a monkey arm that
paints the face of the artist, with
fluorescent colours on a roll. And in
memory of this short overview, the
gold skeleton Gilda , from the work
Dow does the right thing (2002-2005)
by The Yes Men, a project that lights,
through a mediatic hoax, the lack of
ethic in the world of business.

From the smile provoked by the
failures of the technologies and the
idealization of the machine, to the
irony the works on a mediatic level,
under the form of social critic and
subversive of the system itself, to the
ingenuous hilarity that gush observing
some device deliciously useless.

.
.

Thirty works by the different impact,
through whom we make fun of the
technology and it does the same with
us. Between the works exposed: Smile
Machine (1971), the terrifying
mechanism that oblige people
smiling, by George Maciunas. Helpless
Robot (1987-1996) by Norman White,
Flux interactive sculpture or useless
robot, that augment its arrogance in
connection with how much the

Back to the festival, between the
projects in competition, the first prize
goes to Eisberg Sonde / SGMIceberg-probe by Agnes Mayer
Brandis . In a little tent prepared
outside Transmediale, it is possible to
guide a sound attached to a thread,
inside a hole in the ground and
observing its observations on the
screen. The video simulation is
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composed by 3d material and original
material, derived by explorations
inside underground iceberg under the
ice trail of Germany.

Ludovico, e Paolo Cirio (see the
a rtic he GWEI -I l fun dic tator o f
DigiMag 11) is another interesting
work, who evidence the paradox in an
innate huge mediatic and economic
system as Google. The project consist
into buying Google actions, investing
the income of its publicity, earned
exploiting the mechanism of Google
text advertisement.

Between others nominations, the
sound installation Vexations
Composition in Progress , by Yuko
Mohri and Soichiro Mihara , that plays
on the passage among analogical and
digital in a succession of space and
time, starting from the song Vexations
by the compositor Erik Satie . The
composition for piano is sent in a
cyclic infinite loop, and a computer
plait the notes of the music with the
sound of the ambient. Microphones
and sensors, present in the expo
space, are connected to the processor
who analyzes the impulses, converts
the sound of the piano and emits a
sound signal. So that it goes back to
the system in a never-ending play of
remands.

As far as the other location are
concerned, I found impressive the
SPOTS project, realized by the
director of Transmediale 06, Andreas
Broeckmann. SPOTS is an interactive
media and the front of a building in
Potsdamer Platz , to whom a matrix of
1800 lights have been overlapped. It
visualizes in different days the works
of different artists, Jim Campbell,
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, John Dekron
and Carsten Nicolai . It renders the
wall interactive, thanks to the sensors
situated in the square.

.
.

GWEI Google will eat itself by
Ubermorgen.com,
Alessandro

Last but not least, on the premises of
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the Tesla media-lab the performance
Kubic’s Cube resulted hypnotic. The
performance, a piece of dance
performed by a robot, whose
movements have been studied by the
choreographer Pablo Ventura . This
disturbing pile of aluminium three
meter and a half tall, assembled by
Louis Philip Demers moves in a
fascinating way, supporting the
rhythm of the minimal music by
Francisco Lopez .

influenced the choice of giving more
space to video, but less space to
installations and performances.

On the whole I think the choice of the
headquarter created some difficulties
of management, with unnecessary
queue and a full show, and it probably

www. s pots-berlin.com

www.transmediale.de
www.researchraft.net
http://cip.io/ab o ut
ww w .gwei.org

ww w .venturadance.com/stuff/set.html
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Robotmusic: Beyond The Life
Elena Bianchi Vairani

his main works which are SuperPolm
(an example of a performance with a
virtual musical instrument), the
BodySuite (an instrument of sensors
for the interaction between body
movement, audio generated and
images) and finally Robot Music
presented at the AV Fest this year.
In his most recent works new
technologies mix together in
experimental performances; he
invented what are defined as virtual
musical instruments , able to create
an interface for communication
between human gesture and the
computer, where the sounds and
video images are controlled by virtual
musical instruments, through a
computer in real time.

One of the long awaited events of the
AV2006 , the performance that
perfectly summarises the theme of
the festival this year, will be to see the
robot musicians of the project Robot
Music by the Japanese Suguru Goto,
held at The Sage di Gateshead . The
robot orchestra will play the
percussions in a brief show on
Saturday 4 th and Sunday 5 th of
March.
Suguru Goto is composer, inventor
and multimedia artist and is
considered the spokesman of a new
generation of Japanese composers
tied to technical experimentation in
the artistic field and to the extension
of the artistic potentiality that exists
in the rapport Man (creator) – and
robot (composer). A quick visit to its
website immediately highlights the
work of Suguru Goto, for the least in

.

Elena Varani: Composer and multi-
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media artist, you’re considered the
inventor of Virtual Musical
Instruments, which are the interfaces
between gesture of human and a
computer. In your opinion can robots
even exceed the capabilities of a
human players?

coming from speakers. Another
benefit is that the audience may
observe both sound and its gesture of
performance.
To master one instrument is huge task
for a musician, but to play together
with others in an ensemble is another
difficulty. Having 5 robots, one may
extend the new possibilities of
ensemble.
For
example,
“RoboticMusic” allows 5 different
tempos at the same time, or intricate
accelerando and ralentando, but
theses are exactly synchronized in
music.

Suguru Goto: The physical limits of
human can be easily gone beyond by
the capabilities of robots, such as
faster, longer, and more accurate etc.
However, these are not only the
capabilities, and there are more in
music. If I only care about these, I
don’t see that these are not only for
the points of music. The robots can
bring other capabilities in music,
which we have never experienced.
The
major
advantage
to
“RoboticMusic” is that it interactively
plays an acoustic instrument with the
aide of a computer. There is no
problem to play complex rhythm and
it easily goes beyond the limit of
human performance capabilities.
Therefore, it gives new potentialities
in a composition for acoustic
instruments. Another point is an

.

There is not only an artistic advantage
with “RoboticMusic”, but also a
research aspect. As one works more
with a robot, which works with the
gestures of a musician, one can
discover how a human gesture
contains complex movement,
although it sometimes looks fairly
simple, for instance, the gesture to hit
a percussion instrument. A musician

acoustic sound. While a computer
generated sound has many
capabilities, an acoustic instrument
has rich sonority and enormous
possibilities of expression, especially
from the point of view of a composer.
When it is played on a stage, the vast
possibilities of the acoustic aspect are
obvious when compared to sound
26

knows how to play an instrument, but
he may find it difficult to explain
exactly how he controls each part of
his muscles and bones, and how he
increases and reduces speed and
intensity instinctively within a very
short instant.

.

Elena Varani: You said that robots can
play music we’ve never heard before.
You we’re talking about the
technique, but what about the
emotional part that a musician can
add to his performance in this robot’
execution?

When one hears the word, “robot”,
one is perhaps reminded of an
industrial robot, or maybe sometimes
a robot in a science fiction movie.
However, it is not the case here. This
is due to the latest development of
artificial intelligence and is the case of
application to a hardware. This has a
lot to do with the robot, which
performs instruments with a humanlike gesture. In particular it refers to
the humanoid type of robot that
contains sensors and advanced
programming, which allows the robot
to control itself automatically. It
differs from the slave type robot in a
factory, and at last we can profit from
this in the field music. One may
consider these robots as collaborators
with humans.

Suguru Goto: Before getting in depth
for this discussion, one may perhaps
clarify what the emotion is, and what
the emotion in music is. Why have
artists been always searching a new
expression and they do not belong in
the style, for instance in the style of
19th century? If we don’t deal with the
expressions only, we may find many
aspects in music, such as feeling,
perception, memory, space, time,
consciousness & unconsciousness,
interaction, visual & oral causalities …
We, all public give a context of
understanding, and are free to feel
something. Music doesn’t force you to
feel, “here is sad and feel it!, here is
happy and you ought to enjoy it!”. It is
important that every single person
gives his own perception in his own,
whatever he experiences.
In Paleolithic times, human beings
possessed an inferior cerebrum
compared to modern man (the
moment in human evolution when
man more closely resembled
modern-day primates than his current
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condition). As the brain developed,
human beings also experienced
increased athletic ability. In particular,
growth of the brain lead to a high
competency in walking while
maintaining a balance on 2 feet and
judging distance to obstacles, etc.. It
is believed that, among the different
parts of the brain, a strong distinction
of function can be ascertained
between the left portion and the right
portion; one side is thought to control
emotional and intuitive activity while
the other logical thinking.

.

The act of performing music is not
only about the control of a
complicated set of body movements;
but left side and right side brain
activity is a necessity. That is to say,
logical thinking, emotional awareness
and body motion are all needed to
perform efficiently.
On the one hand, music can be seen
as a logical sequence of events over
time. These events occur as a result of
problem solving and rely on the
interaction of a set of parameters. On
the other hand, music derives itself
from less calculable things such as
‘good’ rhythm sense and poetic
significance and expression.
Ultimately, is it possible for the robot
to make music as we have defined it,
i.e.: to think logically; to play with
emotion; to have a good sense of
rhythm; to realize poetic expression;
to achieve proper pitch (frequency)
and delivery of sound; to have a sense
of proportion through comparison?
Once we discover the answer, it could
become the model on which the

If we were to ignore what present
computer science could offer –
assuming computer science can only
function in a similar way to the right
side of the brain, the logical thinking
side – we would indeed be a primitive
species. As stated above, computer
technology can function in a similar
way to the right side of the brain to a
certain extent. This leads to the
question, can computer technology
also be used to simulate left side
activity. In other words, can we use
computers to act out the emotional
and intuitive activities of man?

robot is structured. Moreover, this
answer could be a key to
understanding the complexities of the
brain.
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of the latest development of artificial
intelligence. Robotized instruments
may have a lot of possibilities with
this. At this point, this “RoboticMusic”
is not too early, but is not too late.
This is not an abstract image, but is
just practically realized technically
and aesthetically.

.

Elena Varani: What about the
audience reaction to these humanrobot’performance?
Suguru Goto: Usually it is quite good
feedback. It is widely accepted by not
only artists, intellectual persons, and
so on, but also from children to older
people. Perhaps it is not only about
the robot, but it performs musical
instruments. The art work can be
clearly understood by anyone easily.
In away, it is a communicative robot
with people.

.

Elena Varani: In your performance
sound and video images are
controlled by Virtual Music Instrument
with computers in real time, but how
much is important the perfect synch
in these performance?

A French composer, Edgar Varèse was
once asked if he want too far away.
His music was thought that it was too
early at that period and went beyond
the understanding of people when he
lived. Varèse replied, ” it is not too
early, but it is just too late”.
Historically, art has been always
relating with a society where it exists,
and has been always profiting from a
culture behind. As mentioned earlier,
the robot here means the application

Suguru
Goto:
The
perfect
synchronization is one thing in terms
of Interaction, but it is only a technical
point as well as a perceptive point.
This synchronization, like a style of
film, may not be applied here. I would
say that it is more important to see
the trigger of causality between
sound and image. In my case, the
Interactive Video part is intended to
not express any particular meaning. It
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may exist in parallel with sound. This
can bring another domain of
interactive perception between the
visual and the auditory experiences.

original sound to alter. However, the
sound synthesis has to be sufficiently
prepared beforehand; the selected
sound may be simply changed during
a performance. Free gestures can
change pitch/velocity, timbre
parameters, sample presets, etc. At
this point, it is more a question of
controlling the level of indeterminacy.

The relationship between gesture and
interaction can be flexibly changed
during the course of a composition
and the perception of interactivity can
be integrated into a musical context.
Not only is there this abstract
perceptual level between gestures
and their visual/oral results, but there
is also a creative approach to how the
physical actions can be interpreted
into the digital domain, then there is
how these signals can be efficiently
expanded. Therefore, the relationship
between gesture and sound synthesis
is a crucial theme for further
exploration. For example, the
relationship between composed
gesture and predetermined sound
synthesis can vary from section to
section in terms of compositional
technique. This derives further
performance models, such as, not
only instrumental gestures, but also
visual aspects: theatrical or
conceptual performance models.
While the Gesture Interface physically
remains the same, the function of
instrumental models can change in
each section according to the
different sound synthesis used. In an
improvisational context, free gestures
can flexibly produce varying sounds
according to how much the sound
synthesis programming allows the

An essential aspect of my solo
performances, which I call interactive
performances, is the interaction
between gesture, sound and image.
With the “SuperPolm,” a single body
movement can control sound and
images at the same time. This
relationship can be clearly presented
in real time, and can be an
unexpected and complex one. It is a
concept that could undergo
considerable development inasmuch
as I can play with notions such as
simplicity and complexity, for instance
by triggering complex textures with
simple hand movements. Sound,
image and gesture play an equal part
in these events.
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Furthermore, one may consider again
that his own identity is not merely
limited within his possessed body.
While doing this “Extended Body” like
“real/virtual in art”, one may perhaps
ask, if such an identity really exists or
not, since there is not much limit or
border line to extend. Music has to
progress anyway, or it goes further by
itself, whether we want it to or not.
Likewise, a definition of music is
limitless. Perhaps coexistence with
this “Extended Body” may help to
develop new possibilities in the
composition of music.

.

Elena Varani: And which is the next
step in your research about
real/virtual in art?
Suguru Goto: The project is just to be
started at the beginning. I am working
with a brass instrument robot now,
and will work woodwinds and string in
near future. The project is intended to
form a robot orchestra eventually.
These technical possibilities and the
aesthetic points have created further
new potentialities by this system,
however, this is not my only goal.
While interacting with this system and
myself, creating a new language and
its perception are the most important
goal in terms of a composition.

http://suguru.goto.free.fr/
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Regional Innovation Systems
Gigi Ghezzi

formulation.
The approach is certainly not
unambiguous, but the common
features of this type of policy
innovation are set in an institutional
context that, through public
intervention and the relationship with
enterprises and citizens, knows how
to favour the technical requirements
of the territory understood as “region”.
Nowadays a diffused sense of guilt is
perceptible when pronouncing the
word global, one of the most misused
and poly-semantic terms used over
the last twenty years, and equally a
sense of compensation is felt when
proposing, in substitution of it, the
concept of glocal , that is the
declension of global cultural,
economical,
political
and
technological dimensions with
regional ones.

.

For Edquist, Fagerberb, Mowery and
Nelson (in the Handbook of innovation
, 2004), the innovation system” is
stimulated by the internal and
external factors of society, as a mutual
social process of evolution and
structuring, between social changes
on one side and businesses on the
other. (e.g. the greater complexity of
the social composition an equally

As of the nineties in technological
environments, a praxis was
consolidated that soon became a
policy innovation that goes under the
name of regional innovation system .
Perhaps it is that that can genuinely
come into the category of glocal with
procedures which are certainly antelitteram in comparison to theory
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structural complexity of the company
must exsist)

and technological. Proximity therefore
favours the synergy of the adaptation
and acceleration or learning,
particularly important processes for
new technology (for example schools,
universities and training centres are in
a privileged position to favour
knowledge about the local
economical
situation,
and
connections between companies).

According to Joseph Schumpeter
“innovation is at the root of the
evolution of the economic system and
its main engine for change and
creative destruction “. the “regional”
declension of this process highlights
how innovation is an essentially
geographical process: a necessarily
complimentary approach to the
centralisation and to the
concentration of the resources and of
the productive activity or to their
simple dislocation in the territory
where the cost of labour is lower.

A fundamental role is carried out by
the institutions understood as “social
relations” that structure a system of
activity of production, exchange and
consumption. With this type of
approach, hoc created institutions
must be conceptualised to their up
most. The objectives that they must
follow are: the promotion of new
forms of financing for the starting up
or the supporting of innovation
activity, the interaction and the
cooperation between the different
regional companies and the
development of human skills.

.

Moreover such a system takes into
account conventions, of the
behavioural roles and norms that at
their time are generated (and
conditioned) by socio-economical
factors. The territorial and historical
environment of the individuals
reacquires therefore their own role in
the processes of change, both social

.
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The studies in question follow two
main traditions: the first one wants to
inquire into the characteristics of each
system (social and institutional
dynamics at the base of the
innovation activities on a regional
scale). The second wants to elaborate
the key indicators of this type of
system: such as the organizational
structures, the infrastructural abilities,
the competitiveness and the abilities
of vis-à-vis relationships (a mapping
of the several types of interaction
between the various actors and
factors). A detailed review of these
studies is offered by David Doloreux ,
professor of the Université du
Québec, in his article Regional
innovation systems: Current discourse

and unresolved issues , published in
the magazine Technology in Society
(April, 2005).
However, studies of such a nature
encounter an objective difficulty: the
outlining of the region. What is the
“regional scale”? The city and its
district, or the province, or a valley?
From this point of view, the NUTS
(Nomenclatures
DES
Unites
Territoriales Statistiques), regional
classification of the European
Community remains a point of
reference. The tendency is however
that of following one definition based
on the administrative units of the
network and one based on cultural
criteria “geo-regional” of the region.
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necessary during globalisation
processes (perhaps it would be better
to define them as “planetisation” for
coherence of terminology) because in
an economical context characterized
by integration and homogeneous
pushing in terms of investment, of
commerce, of research and of
development, it is fundamental to
understand how the technological
innovation is generated and extended
inside economical, social, political and
geographic contexts.

.

Therefore as it has been illustrated by
the Program on Globalization and
Regional Innovation System of the
Centre for International Studies, the
study of regional contexts becomes

www.ersa.org/
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Art . Exe
Miriam Petruzzelli

approaching a wider audience, but
also that of establishing a closer
relationship between Milan and its
province by re-launching the
consideration between art and new
technology as an indispensable
resource for the development of the
territory.
The exhibition is articulated in three
exhibition projects dislocated in three
different spaces. In fact, from the
Arengario centre, that accommodates
the larger nucleus of paintings, videos
and interactive installations, the
exhibition extends to the Montrasio
art gallery, which hosts a selection of
painted and digital work. While in the
refined Tea rose centre, premises
facing the Duomo, where the M.OTU
is exhibited , the interactive
installation based on the game
Japanese game Sumo, presented at
the last edition of the Techne.

Promoted by the town hall of Monza
and the province of Milan, in
collaboration with Teche 05. The
archipelago of Ulisse, journey with
interactive installations by Mario
Canali will be inaugurated at Monza
march 15 th .
Born in Monza in 1952, Canali starts his
artistic life in 1975 as a painter, he then
dedicates himself to electronic and
digital art, of which in Italy he has long
been the proponent and the exponent
in the foreground. After thirty years,
his city has dedicated him an
exhibition held at one of the cities
historical centres, the Arengario,
inside a wider operation that will
culminate in autumn with the national
videogame championships at its
racetrack. Therefore it is a combined
operation that declares among its
main objectives not only that of
36

spectators, it puts their attention and
their nervous energy into the network,
it is elaborated, and given back
mutated, the spectator is invited on a
journey in which the artist is a discreet
guide that vanishes from sight almost
immediately.” (Ibidem)

.

From twenty to thirty years old Canali
painted: a type of painting which was
refined, figurative and make believe,
in which we find echos of the late
italian-gothic style, of the
Renaissance, of the pre-raffeallite, of
Odilon Redon, of Lénor Fini. Figures at
times superbly outlined, at times
evocatively ectoplasmatic: but these
figures already burn with an aware
anxiousness, they already declare,
under the withheld and composed
surface, the same cosmic tension that
animated Edgar Allan Poe. (at least in
Eureka or in “Monos e Una”).” (A.
Caronia, 1997)

.

Between 1984 and 1985, Mario Canali
abandons painting to inquire into the
expressive possibilities of building
animated images on the computer. He
does not seem as interested in the
visual reality, as much as the mental
processes, the cognitive tensions and
the individual and collective
imagination. A reoccurring topic in his
work. In 1991/92, in fact he created
Satori: the only episode , in Italy, in

Starting from this experience, “Canali
interprets that original virtual space as
a mental projection, literally, making
use of the so called natural interfaces:
sensors that gather body signals such
as the heart beat or the electrical
waves produced by the brain. These
signals are outlined and associated to
emotional states, therefore visually
translated into images that vary,
exactly, according to the state in
which the user-travellers finds
themselves. Virtual reality, in short,
ideally, becomes a mirror of
ourselves”. (C. Somajni, 2006 )

which immersive virtual realities are
put at the service of the user in a
route of cognition and self training.
This, and other successive
installations by Canali built around
biomedical technology, which traces
body activity (like Oracolo-Ulisse ) it
captures the conscious and
unconscious movements of the

The artist himself writes: “There exists
a prospective according to which new
technology, the virtual, internet, make
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a new plane of immaterial reality
possible, light, not bound by the limits
and the heaviness of the material and
body. However, I prefer to follow
another path that sees inside the
digital the possibility of making
abstract and imaginary worlds more
concrete, heavy . A path which gives
the body an increased awareness. It
seems to me that It is a new look that
could enrich the value of reality and
life.

in which science fiction and the
imaginary myth of antiquity, with an
artist that not only represents the
evolution of a certain technology, but
proposes a consideration that goes
from the theory of chaos to artificial
life, from quantistic physics to a rereading of the archetype and the
myth, up to the enquiry about the
relationship between neuroscience to
genetic mapping.
Topics and relation that will be
debated April 20 th at the Urban
Center of Monza with Chiara Somajni ,
curator of the exhibition and Antonio
Caronia , who has always been a
careful observer of artistic and social
phenomena tied to new technology.
Catalogue Silvia Editrice

www.studiocanali.com

.

www.arcnaut.it

An exciting journey in search of one’s
own interior. in a make-believe space

www.provincia.milano.it/cultura
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Seamless 2.0: Inventing Integration
Simona Brusa

The works presented go from
wearable art to the prototypes of
laboratory research that illustrate a
incessant yearning for artistic and
technological experimentation,
however, they leave a doubt about
what the common denominator that
links them is, beyond the mere
concept of “technological clothing”.
The unexpressed perception is that of
an vast dis-homogeneity, and the lack
of a conducting thought.

Seamless 2.0 is an annual exhibition
dedicated to the integration of
fashion and technology promoted by
the MIT of Boston. This year the event,
in part sponsored by Motorola, has
taken the shape of a fashion show in
the context of the Science Museum of
Boston . The intention: to present
experimental work and new ways of
imaging the rapport between body
and clothes on a psychological, social
and esthetical level.

“Seamless”, the title of exhibition, is to
promote the idea of a harmonious
integration, without discontinuity,
between technology and fashion. The
declared objective is to create
alternative visions that combine the
two elements in an attractive and
aesthetically pleasing way, but much
of the work that alternated on the
catwalk highlighted, for the
umpteenth time, how difficult it
actually is to find the common
interpretive key of this partnership.
The fashion factor often suffers the
consequence, in this lack of finishing
on the esthetical level and the
absence of an idea of style.

Among the projects that stood out on
the catwalk were the works of
Gemma Shusterman (MIT Media Lab),
Diana Eng ( Rhode Island School of
Design), Marta Lwin (ITP New York ) e
Teresa Almeida (ITP New York ).
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world to be perceived in a different
perspective, “elephant-like”, through
the transformation of seismic and
infrasonic vibrations into sounds
(normally not perceived by the human
ear)
Heartbeat Hoodie , by Diana Eng, is a
jacket that has a hidden camera in the
hood, connected to an instrument
that check the heartbeat. This article
of clothing takes “involuntary”
photographs every time the heart
goes into the state of exaltation,
giving us, at the end of the day, a
panorama of our unconscious
reactions.

.

Endangered Senses , by Gemma
Shusterman, is a telescopic longsleeved article of clothing inspired by
elephants. The clothing transforms its
wearer from a biped into a
quadruped, allowing the surrounding
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.

But beyond the doubtful difficulties,
the idea of possible new aesthetics for
“digital” clothing is beginning to be
wide spread and is reaching a bigger
audience also the U.S., and by some
strange paths. The clothes created in
these months by Diana Eng (Seamless
with her Heartbeat Hoodie ), during a
popular TV programme Project
Runaway (a fashion reality show )
have
put
this
new
union
fashion/technology under the
spotlight, creating an huge interest,
taking the concept of wearable
computers through the customs once
and for all.

.

Epi Skin, by Marta Lwin, is a series of
biological jewellery grown in a
laboratory through the culture of
epithelial cellule whose growth is
contained and guided into patterns
created by the computer. The
jewellery thus generated assumes the
shape of precious ” laces” which are
worn directly on the skin.

The world of research and the world
of artistic expression in the field of
wearable is still in its infancy, a long
way from a precise definition of its
boarders, guided by an idea that for
many is an insoluble dichotomy while
for others it is an integration still to be
invented.

Space Dress , one of the four projects
presented by Teresa Almeida in the
series Modes for Urban Moods , is an
ironic sculpture clothing that inflates
and expands in width to beat daily
stress
and
that
sense
of
claustrophobia that often attacks us
at rush hour in the tube. .

http://seamless.sigtronica.org/
www.media.mit.edu/events/movies/
video.php?id=seamless-2006-02-01
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Wj-s Project…web Emotions
Marco Mancuso

time. I’m sure that the landscape is
not as fascinating as a Matrix fresco.
You can almost be disappointed, most
of all if you were searching for true
emotions.
I was and I’m still convinced that
Internet is the new emotional
resource, the big agora of associations
and meanings, of consciences and
shared perceptions, of creativity and
emotions, able to prefigure new
scenes and amazing solutions for the
multimedia performance of tomorrow
(if we are even allowed to think at it!).

For a long time I turned whirling for
gorges of the Net searching for a
project able to astonish me and speed
up my mind. A project able to throw
the basis for a happy integration
between the virtual world behind our
net cable and the chaotic universe of
multimedia performances.
Nowadays everyone can see how
audio-video lives are sometimes
walking a path opposite to the
common one. A path that belongs to a
society where aesthetic rules are
more and more conditioned by the
huge potential of technologies. Often
auto-referential,
sometimes
incomprehensible or pure style
exercise, a media live leave often
disappointed even the experts. Try to
figure out those who want to
approach this world, by the digital
matrix potentially infinite, for the first

.

When I therefore discovered the WJ-s
project, moment of multimedia
performance in shape of electronic
jam session , whose contents are
virtually present in the big Net hard
disk, and they live and they vibrate
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and they change every day because
they’re captured by their own snowy
centres, I smiled. When I saw the final
result of this new born project, when I
perceived the lightness of the barriers
we were talking little ago, then I
understood that the basis of that
bridge were built. The fact is that
sometime it takes so little to feel
yourself into an emotional flow as big
as the entire Net. It’s sufficient to see
it and to hear it.

Ministry (organizing an online
platform with 50 projects purposely
created for the web). She organized a
series of meeting with netartists from
all over the world called ” Tour du
monde du web ” and in 2005 was a
member of the Flash Festival jury at
the Centre Pompidou of Paris. And
she organized a round table about the
history of the network performances
for the festival Villette Numérique.
She is the soul of the WJ-s and she’s
the one that we interview to know
more about the project, about the
philosophy that guide the project,
about is potential and its future
development.

Anne Roquigny is from at least ten
years manager of net art projects and
creative works on the web. She
worked for the French Culture
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placed somewhere in a venue, I have
often had some feelings of
unsatisfaction and frustration because
exhibition situations often decrease
this exciting feeling you get when we
are on your own, in front of your
computer, in your cosy environment
A web site presented outside the
context of a personal browser on a
small screen frequently looses some
of its energy, its power because it was
not meant to be shown in this
situation.

.

Mk: Would you like to tell me about
WJS project, How it started, from
which basic idea or personal need?

Mk: In the “concept” of the project
you write: “taking out the network
from the web: The idea of the WJ’s
project is to disrupt this tendency by
offering a strong, captivating, sensual
and slightly altered cybernetic surf
where the feeling of being immerged
in the flow and the extreme pleasure
of browsing are shifted to a live
performance environment” – – – –
would you like to explain me deeply
this idea?

Anne Roquigny: “WJ-s” is a software
and a flexible, high speed connexion
public device for web performances
which allow actors of the Internet,
sound and image artists, netartists,
bloggers, graphic designers, flashers,
programmers, curators, hacktivists,
newmedia theorists, pioneers and
web mutants… to play live with the full
scope of contents available in the
wideness of the web. Working for
more than ten years as a new media
curator, i have always been searching
for appropriate contexts, ways,
devices, situations to present the
works of artists exploring and
experimenting the internet as a
creative space.

Anne Roquigny: Because of the surf
being many a time related to a solitary
adventure and led in a very intimate
relationship with one’s machine, the
virtual experience is seldom
successfully extended to another
dimension of time-space. This is the
reason why the Wjs project was
developed. The Wjs device bears in
mind these considerations and tries to
recreate a diffusion situation where
the proximity to the content, the

Although I have been avoiding the
boring situation where the
presentation of websites is reduced to
a selection of links on a few machines
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sensation of the real time, the
dynamic of the flux, the unexpected
accidents are present and part of the
fragile and subtle ingredients
contributing to the pleasure of the
surf.

converging practices but finding your
way through it is sometimes difficult
because one does not have the time,
the knowledge nor the keys to find his
way and enjoy the experience of the
surf.
The Wjs project offers a widened,
shared and liberated context with
complementary association of people
and points of view. Artists subjectively
create, for an audience, a sensitive
and lively navigating situation. Wjs
become some kind of ‘ guides »
helping people to explore wide
unknown territories showing that
there is much to see beyond google
and commercial web sites The
singularity of each performance is also
due to the setting of the machines,
the way contents and formats are put
together. Wjs are given full latitude
and deal with a wide range of
potential scenographies, writing,
forms, combinations and practices

.

Mk: Can you explain me how WJS
project works? I mean, how it works
technically and which kind of device
you give to the artists
Anne Roquigny: WJ-S/ystem is a
network of machines all connected to
the internet and communicating
together with the WJ-S/oftware. One
of these machines, the WJ-S/tudio, is
a webdeck controlled by the WJ, the
web-jockey, the artist, the performer
who mixes, synchronizes and
dispatches different web sources on
different screens simultaneously. With
a very simple interface the artists
handles online texts, sounds, videos,
animations that come directly from
the web, this giant hard disk. Internet
is an exclusive space of merging and

Mk: Did you ever consider the idea to
create an online platform in which
performers can meet and perform
tocheter with material stolen from the
web. Have you ever think about this
further development? Do you know
some project like Placard Headphone
Festival?
Anne Roquigny: I have already
curated and produced network
performances, online collaborative
projects with artists performing
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simultaneously from all over the world
but here its another context for the
artists, the participants, the audience
because they are all in the same
physical space. Today the beta demo
version of the wjsoftware allows one
artist to play at a time but the next
versions of the software will allow wjs
to play together and also the audience
to participate if the artistic project
requires it of course.

you undertsand from these
experiences, which was your feelings?
Anne Roquigny: The project is very
new and we have now experimented
3 “prototype” web experiments
http://www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sessions
In Rex in Belgrade, Serbia during the
Dis-patch festival, at Centre
Pompidou and at Ecole Nationale
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris
. Each presentation was very
challenging because we had to adapt
to the different venues, the new
software, the bandwith, the screens
and all the computers that were
provided.

In the near future the control of all the
machines could also be done at
distance from somewhere else. The
wjs device is a reduced model of the
internet, a metaphorical context of its
codes showing the way information
can flow on the network. Yes I know
the Placard and they creators, I have
collaborated many times with the
team and Sylvie Astié, one of the
creator of Placard is wjing with us !.

Each comment, each reaction from
the audience, each test, bug, problem
was part of the experience giving us
some ideas to upgrade and optimize
the system and enhance our desire to
go on exploring the potential of the
situation. The workshops like the one
we did in Belgrade brought rich
exchanges, the Serbian artists
meeting the French artists was great,
everybody sharing his own practice of
the internet each of them selecting
their best bookmarks trying to find
the best ways of taking the audience
on a unique tour of the internet. The
next workshop and performances will
take place between 17 25 march 2006
at the National Museum of
Contemporary Art, Bucharest (RO)
(www.mnac.ro).

.

Mk: Can you tell me some experiences
you did with WJS project? What did
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Kisseleva) i have so far invited for the
first experiments have purposely
different artistic, technical, cultural
backgrounds. They all enjoy exploring
and experimenting with the changing
and fluctuating territories of the
Internet. They subjectively articulate
its intimate contours and zones. They
play with the erotic and heated
atmosphere of video chat rooms, with
the world of artistic algorithms and
computer art, mailing lists with an
exacting choice of plastic, graphical,
sensitive, political, social, aesthetic
and narrative works they select on the
realm
of
the
web…
–
www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sets

.

Mk: From your project it seems that
you consider the web performances
and the wj’s more experimental,
creative and real time linked than vj’s
and dj’s performances. Is it true?
Anne Roquigny: Not more only
different because the project allows
of sorts of hybrid approaches. Works
can take many forms, sometimes
close to vj’s and dj’s performances but
here the content is not on a local hard
disk as it is inspired from processes
and original actions that are related
specifically to the network’s activity.
The result gives birth to proteiform
practices,
unidentified
and
unexpected oddities of all sorts…

.

Mk: Finally, is this project an idea of
you and a small number of friend and
artists or there is a wide network and
communities on the internet working
as wj’s, draw material and sources
from the web and mixing it in real
time? In other words, where it’s
possible to find these wj’s working, on
which websites or platforms I mean,

Videos
photos:
www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sessions
Network
scenographies:
www.wj-s.org/-bookmarks
The artists (Sylvie Astiè, Jean-Baptiste
Bayle, Lucille Calmel, Agnès de
Cayeux, KRN, Anne Laforet Olga
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over your project of course?
Anne Roquigny: The idea is mainly a
result of a personal endless
questioning on how individual and
collaborative online productions, in
different geographical sites, can
become moving collective events to
which an audience is invited. The idea
was born from this wish to find an
appropriate tool to show and share
some artistic content on many
screens in a live audience situation.

help of a first circle of artists, beta
testers, friends, partners the project
started to exist . The project is new
and my wish is to have more and
more artists playing with the project
and to provide some better versions
of the software with more options for
more experimentations. We are only a
few people doing but I am sure it will
emulate and hopefully contaminate a
wide network of enthusiastic addicts
wanting to share internet content in
such a way.

The soft did not exist so i had it
developed by Stephane Kyles the
programmer i work with. Thanks the

www.roquigny.info
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To Cure With Video Art
Valentina Tanni

Canadian Soil Digital Media Suite and
signed by the composer and new
media artist Michael Stecky is ironic
about the problem. Perfectly Normal
is created as an automatic dispenser
of video and music, a “virtual therapy”
on line 24/7, on demand, the audiovideo cure that suite your disease the
most.

Aroma therapy, chromium therapy,
music therapy, crystal therapy, art
therapy. The varied world of the
alternative medicine spreads more
and more. Is it due to the mistrust of
the traditional medicine and the stress
of the nowadays life, or another new
wage wave?
We do not know the reason of the
success of these curative strategies,
apart from fans and detractors (that
admits anyway the existence of a
placebo effect), but it is impossible
deny that the stimulation of some
dormant senses obtains some effects,
most of all using lights and sounds.
Even if it is not the results we were
looking for, we always obtain
something, most of all when we need
to cure our mind and not our body.

.

Once specified your mood between a
double definition, that you can
compose choosing between tons of
alternatives, the automatic machine
of video therapy (14 in all) will give you
images, sound tracks and instructions
to take away the malaise and make
you feel new.
For anyone who’d like to have the use
of Perfectly Normal even far from the
net, the wesite offers the opportunity

A web project created by the
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to buy a complete edition on DVD.
The therapists-video therapists (
Frances Limfat & Shelagh Albert,
Miriam Ginestier, Mr. Jess Dixon,
Nicole Shimonek, Anthony Johnson,
Ross Bowden and Stecky himself )
have been inspired by real curative
strategies from the present and the
past, to structure their contribution.
They used techniques such as
hypnosis to controlled respiration,
from psychic surgery to hands
imposition.

the video installation Pharmakon,
realized in year 2003 by Stecky /
Rodney LaTourelle and inspired by the
parody
t h e o r i esite
s of Rudolf Steiner and
Wihlelm Reich to define the Vital
Energy. Reich, as many before him
and many others after him, supported
Perfectly
the theory of the existence
of an
N
ormal
“energetic
magma” in the entire
universe. And he was convinced that
we could individuate, understand and
eventually change their sign.
The web project, under the mask of a
, bring up an entire net of
reflections. Using the verbal and visual
language of the traditional
pharmaceutical industry, but also
winking at miraculous pills,
explains, even if in
unconventional tones, the therapeutic
power of the work of art, real food for
our souls. Snack size!.

.

Lots of sequences have been
extractes by the material recorded for

www.perfectlynormal.ca
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Second Life Art
Marco Cadioli

some minor initiatives. Quality is
variable but it’s sure there’s a great
fervour.
In Second Life on 150.000 residents
according to a list updated in
December 2006 there are 32
subscribed art-galleries , but it’s sure
some others were opened during the
last two months. These galleries are
built up and managed by private
persons, by the same artists exposing
their works realized in RL (Real Life) to
show them to a wider audience. But
there are also commercial galleries
aimed at selling the works of art for
Second Life houses, works of art you
can buy to hang on the wall of your
living room. So there’re galleries
aimed at selling copies of well-known
works of art  we can call them posters
 which are more similar to stores than
cultural initiatives, and there are also
galleries of erotic art, sculptures in
glass, and objects.

The online 3D world Second Life
entirely made up by its residents is
becoming a very interesting art
experimentations platform. There are
different experiences ranging over
conferences, debates, communities of
artists aggregations, exhibitions,
private art galleries, film festivals,
poems reading, concerts, and even a
drawing course. There are projects
involving the real world but existing
for SL only.
There are important projects where
well-known artists are involved in and
real art-galleries like The Port project
that realized an isle managed by
artists with installations; there is a
photographs exhibition by Jeff Wall , a
magazine was edited and presented
by the Whitney Artport in December
(we talked about it in the last issue of
our magazine), but there are also
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to help emergent artists take at
artists’ disposal two floors and some
external spaces to show and sell their
works without charge. They also
collect donations for artists to help
them “to buy clothing…. get started in
their own businesses, upload textures
and purchase materials scripts etc. for
their creations”. There’re painting and
drawing but also 3D models,
photography the importance is to give
everyone the possibility to express
themselves. There’s also a free space
dedicated to the artists who want to
create where I met artists who were
modelling their 3D works of art.

.

Art-galleries have often many
functions, they are cultural centres
and clubs with music and art
exhibitions. I’ve just participated at
the inauguration of a coffee house-art
gallery where there were a streaming
live concert and the presentation of
an exhibition of photographs.
Some art-galleries has a promoter, a
specific project, but there are also
places which are available and free for
emergent artists who want to show
their works. Like the Open Air Fine Art
Gallery , which defines itself as a fund
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presented. The terrace is offered to
personal expositions. This is a didactic
journey which has been experimented
yet  the virtual visit to a museum 
that is inserted in a wider and
inhabited, and dynamic context.

.

Besides art-galleries there are
museums starting to structure itself
with a promoter, a group of
collaborators and a specific line on the
selection of the works of art. The Veil
Museum is very classical and
traditional and appears as a 5 floors
palace with glass walls and a stairway
made up of wood rounding at the
centre of the edifice. Directed by
Templar Baphomet is organized as an
historical journey on different floors. It
starts with The Baroque Collection
and a collection by Jan Vermeer on
the ground. On the first floor there are
The Renaissance Collection and the
Impressionists on the second floor
there are Art Deco and Art Nouveau ,
on the third Dada & Surrealism, on the
forth Futurists and Cubists.

.

The Contemporary Art Museum of
Second Life mainly presents works of
art presented in SL by resident artist.
The museum is built up by three
edifices, two of them are dedicated to
painting and sculpture and one of
them is dedicated to video art.
Herbert Hoggard is the owner and
director of the museum and I met him
while he was setting up some video
and he told me the museum will be
closed for some month because
they’re moving to a bigger place.

There are monographic halls
dedicated to Edvard Munch and Franz
Marc, Pollock , and some Rothko’s
works of art. Every hall has an
information point with file-cards
dedicated to the period and artists

There’s no museum virtual visit
simulating the real museum, but a
changing museum with its life in
evolution, new acquisitions, new
exhibitions in program, and new
centres. It has just been announced
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the creation of the Andy Warhol
Foundations , which is a no-profit
organization that will promote a
collect of Andy Warhol’s drawings,
sculptures, videos and audios placed
at a new contemporary art museum
which is still under construction. This
initiative is proposed by the group Art
Forum 2006 that wants to create an
artists network and it’s collecting
funds for the building up of a Centre
for artists from Second Life.

virtual space and they can’t exist
outside. I saw some interesting kinetic
paintings, screens inside screen that
re-propose the idea of works of art to
watch on a monitor hanged on a wall
that I see inside a monitor. And
rounding sculptures made up of
twisted copper that seem a flower. If
you click on them you can choose the
option ACID TRIP and then the shining
forms overrun the screen and bring us
in a kaleidoscopic spiral.
The Linden Lab that created Second
Life sees a great expressive potential
for the art in the world and these days
it announced a competitive
examination for the first study grant
for visual and performing arts in
Second Life. The study grant, of 4.000
USDs , is offered to young artists who
want to experiment in Second Life for
a semester with their own project
connected to visual arts, but also
music, films, videos, new media arts
and architecture.

.

Works of arts directly created for SL
are completely different from those
which are simply photographed and
imported as images. They have
something to do with modelling,
scripts, movement and audio, 3D
installations, and performances. They
are the first of specific arts for this

You can find a photo reportage
related to this article here:
www.internetlandscape.it.

www.secondlife.com
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Transmodal Intuition
Miriam Petruzzelli

nature of perception, connectivity,
and conscience.
The deriving works of art are made up
of self-conscious associations of
meanings,
of
unconscious
sensibilities, of scientific historical
data, of multiform units and afferent
discourses, which are totally wove in
the new digital or natural and
biological telematics environments
and that give us new experiences and
original creative visions.

An ever increasing number of artists
shift through cultural interfaces,
means and genres evoking both
science and mythology, both
technology
and
tradition.
Postmodernism’s heritage has
changed into transmodal transit;
today the human being is modulated
by images, hyperlinks, processors, and
nets; our sensorial world is redefined
or better re-balanced by the collision
with the arising realities new models
of the world and our subjectivity are
generating.

.

This is what has come out during
Researching the Future – art and
design in transmodal transition 2006 ,
a meeting that took place in Milan
from 8 to 9 February that presented
intuitions, proposals and projects
from the artists and researchers of the
Ph.D
M-Node
program,
in

The new art is connected to the
means making it available, realizing it,
and transmitting it; the new praxis is
making pragmatic and philosophy at
the same time; this praxis generates
interactivity and socially and
aesthetically changes the common
sense while reflecting on the mutant
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collaboration with the Media Design
School of NABA ( Milan ) .

between research and cultural
production. Can you tell me what you
thing about the meeting from an
economic point of view? “Economic
sustainability of the cultural research
and production  says Francesco
Monico  is possible if institutions
want to participate. By the way we
live an historical moment institutions
are losing their economic power,
that’s why cultural production
sustainability is demanded to single
actors. Researchers, lecturers and
institutions become part of the same
will to do and sustainability becomes
part of a real “local welfare”. I’m saying
the researcher pays the research
process.”

Says Francesco Monico promoter of
the entire operation: “We recruited a
first group of great researchers and
distinguished professors, researchers,
and artists participated at the
meeting. Reporters weren’t paid to
participate, they accepted our
invitation to scientifically share their
experiences in a cultural frame. The
process of the research worked very
well and an atmosphere of cultural
enthusiasm permeated the first
phases of this experiences.”
Roy Ascot, Paolo Atzori, Paolo Rosa,
Derrick de Kerckhove, Antonio
Caronia, Giacomo Verde, Domenico
Quaranta, Tatiana Bazzichelli, Franco
Bolelli e Mario Canali are some of the
persons involved in the conference
Researching the Future and in the
network subtending the international
project.

“The lecturer  says M-Node project
director  is also a part of this will to do
because he has to give up a rich and
sometimes uneven economic
remuneration. Didactic institution has
to do the same. Everything works very
well and the ethical and founding
object of the research  incentive
researchers and make them assume a
responsibility and motivate lecturers 
is persecuted.”

.

Let’s come back to the relationship
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origins, that poses as an hypothesis of
sustainability the concept of local
welfare and places itself as an
innovative centre of experimental
research.

.

It’s clear this system of local welfare
should be supported by the
government or by a social organism
that
should
realize
social
amortizations, that is, forms of
integrated aid for the ones who really
need it.

www.m-node.com/
www.naba.it

So M-Node is a new model, of British
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Vision Theatrical Machines
Annamaria Monteverdi

Lapointe was chosen by the director
of the Paris Opera to write the libretto
of an opera for kids which drew
inspiration from the Andersen fairytale The Dryad the tale of a nymph
living in a hollow of a tree that
renounce to immortality to visit Paris
for a day. The third character is the
young Morocco immigrant Rashid, a
graffitist working as a cashier in a
porn club. Frederic comes to Paris full
of hopes but he’ll be disappointed, the
director of the Opera will be
dismissed by his wife and Rashid will
go on wander about the underground
drawing with his sprays.

The Andersen Project , the fifth
extraordinary solo-show directed and
interpreted by the eclectic theatrical
and cinematographic Canadian artist
Robert Lepage together with his
multimedia structure Ex Machina ,
was commissioned by the Andersen
Foundation of Copenhagen for the
bicentenary celebrations of the birth
of the Danish writer.
The old-fashioned style scene
inhabited by back-drop videos
projected on a pneumatic mechanical
landscape, with mobile platforms and
gearings confirms the Lepage’s
interest in a theatre imposing
tradition to give the impression of
being contemporary.

.

Hans Christian Andersen is a character
himself, with his top-hat, his passions
for journeys and his wild and
frustrated love for Jenny Lind. A night
the manager, who’s fond of peep-

The plot:
The Londoner lyricist Frederic
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shows, tells his daughter the fairy-tale
of the Shade by Andersen, the
worrying tale of shade overwhelming
men. Behind this tale the real plot of
the show is hidden, a show that lays
emphasis on the shades of characters,
on their sexual worries, their desires,
their repressed artistic aspirations.
Behind the tale of the Dryad the
theme of the awakening of sexuality is
hidden and its imprisoning is
connected to Andersen’s reality in a
rural and conservative Denmark (and
maybe Lepage’s reality in the cultural
and
linguistic
Canadian
prohibitionism.)

The Lepage’s solo-shows describe the
human
loneliness,
the
incommunicability, the separation.
The dramatic self-analytical course
from rupture and crisis to
reconciliation pass through the
telephone: his characters are people
desperately wandering about with a
telephone on their hand. The contrast
among the characters is the contrast
between
Romanticism
and
Modernism,
emblematically
represented by the Paris Expo that
Andersen visits in 1867  year of
Baudelaire’s death, who dedicated his
essay the painter and modern life to
modernity -.

Like in other Lepage’s shows ( Les
aguilles et l’opium , La face cachée de
la lune ) characters live the drama of
disappointment,
dissatisfaction,
frustration e and the romantic tension
towards a love or fame that they
won’t realize. In other words: “Human
beings who have hope and desires are
always punished.

As Lepage recalls: “The Universal
Exposition of 1867 marks the end of
Parisian Romanticism and the
beginning of Modernism. In
Modernism Andersen sees fairy-tales
populated by incredible machines, a
manly world, a realist and mathematic
universe based on very concrete
things ( ). They reproach me to be a
Romantic, in my private and
professional life. But this is a recurring
aspect of my shows: Romantic
persons in a very concrete world
where there’s almost no room for
poetry, excess and passions.”
Prevale ancora una volta in Andersen
Project la figura dell’artista
indipendente, libero dagli imperativi
del mercato dell’arte. Ovvero, l’altra
faccia di Lepage stesso. Ritorna la

.
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tematica già presente in altri
spettacoli, da Vinci a Busker’s opera :
l’artista afferma la propria libertà solo
quando ha il coraggio di uscire dalla
“cornice” dello show business.

this king of pneumatic instrument
whose model you can find in a scenepainting technical manual? The
answer is in his kind of theatre and in
the motivation of this show: his
image-based work, as it was defined,
is based on a delicate, confidential
and “crafty” relationship among the
body of the actor, machine and
image, he changes every time.

.

The scene as an eyeball.
Lepage creates a scene with various
levels of deepness: a huge frame as a
skirting-board to hide what appears
from the under stage or from the
corners of the stage by means of
artifices and mobile armours. As you
know in ancient epochs rises and
descents were regulated by a winch
with stanchions and pulleys. Maybe
Lepage followed this tradition of the
ancient theatrical technique (as in La
face cachée de la lune ). Two parallel
binaries are used to transport objects,
persons and environments from a
corner of a stage to the other (puppet,
tree, marionette, wood horse, phone
boxes that change into peep-show
boxes).

.

The show that is probably the most
close to Andersen Project is Les
aguilles et l’opium, where the actor
was hung on a spandex screen where
images were projected. But if the
dryad is in chains on her tree Lepage
is never tied up to technology, he
simply force the ancient and
traditional theatrical technique to get
the same results, as in the mobile set
of Elsimore and the transformer
scene of La face cachée de la lune .
Lepage knows the year Anderson
comes in Paris , 1867 is a crucial year
for technical inventions and the

The question is: why does Lepage use
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accomplishment of the existing ones
from press and photography to
piston-engine. In 1867 Canada enters
the British Commonwealth , it’s the
year of the Second Industrial
Revolution and of the Great Universal
Exposition of Paris organized during
the Second Napoleonic Empire where
the photography dominates thanks to
the success of the so-called
stereoscopic views optical machines
to perceive the relief  the progenitors
of 3D images.

particular machine simulating
deepness of images. So Lepage
deliberately renounces to interact
with mechanical or optical systems to
detect the movement of the body in
the space, or with devises for a
polarized view to represent a world at
the beginning of modernity to affirm
that, in the end, new theatre is not
made up of extreme technological
experimentation but it’s made up of a
perfect equilibrium between
contemporary
and
ancient
technology. Points of views.

As a matter of fact Léon and Lévy are
the authors of 84 stereoscopic views
for the Expo. This information explains
the weird presence at this show of a

www.exmachina.qc.ca/intro.htm
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Fura’s Metamorphosis
Massimo Schiavoni

research of new forms and scenic
cues. They call themselves Theatrical
Guerriglia and even today their
radical performances sometimes
provoke real popular insurrections.

The Fenice’s theatre at Senigallia is
becoming a unique referent point for
passionate and experts of the
contemporary artistic culture.
The theatre has entertained in
exclusive the last performative master
piece
of
Fura
dels
Baus:
Methamorfosis . Intimist, bared,
voyeuristic, less trashy and more
engaged than usual, less pathetic and
more melancholic, sentimentally
efficacious and abstractically
empathic. La Fura shows The
Metamorphosis following the pièce
taken from Kafka ; as it were in Faust,
3.0 . and in XXX , it’s a free adaptation.
Scenes and music are as usual of
great impact in a pure furero style.

.

Pervert or controversial ? Der Spiegel
titled in August 2004 referring to the
XXX show where the group is
engaged in the Philosophie im
Boudoir of the marquis De Sade. The
language is radical, great, direct,
passionate, restless, and popular.
Their representations  performances
based on actions, works of art, multi
medial installations or theatrical
works  constitute a global attack to
the audience’s senses, which is put
into action with all possible means of
incitement, but at the same time a
ritual that lever on the unconscious of
the audience.

The company was born from street
arts in 1979 and it’s composed by
artists engaged in the constant
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These subculture punks (the German
term “Subkulturrabauken” is a
neologism invented by the newspaper
Neue Musikzeitung) combine
technology and primitivism in
paintings of obscure, powerful and
morbid beauty with a consistent
addition of testosterone, an
aggressive freeing of energy, a strong
concentration of manly corporeity. So
they make young generation love
theatre. Their rough beat of music
(Fura dels Baus recorded some CDs as
a rock group) determines the pressing
rhythm of their performances.

His performance is technically great
and he makes the audience “tolerate”
and appreciate an hour and a half of
mini-tales, which are perfectly
connected one to another. Gregor is
the young protagonist who decides
he doesn’t want to be the protagonist
of his life, he decides to give up and
choose a passive condition by locking
himself in a cube-room isolated from
the world. The world around him goes
on with his father, mother, sister and
friends suffering because they don’t
know how to work out his problem.
But what’s his problem? All the work
is focalized on his vulnerable
condition. A son who’s no longer a son
because his parents are afraid of him
who’s silent and naked, circumspect
and dirty like the famous Kafka’s bug.
The interests shifts on family’s
everyday life with intermissions of
videos on the adolescence of the
protagonist, from his pre-bug period
to oneiric visions of survival and
shame.

.

At the centre of the scene there’s a
transparent cube; home and church,
reality and dream, life and thoughts.
This is a metaphor of the state of the
protagonist that represents an
external projection also, the cuirass of
the insect (who’s tough outside and
weak inside). .

“This is a more bared formula. If the
Fura is an orchestra this is a camera
opera” explains the protagonist Ruben
Ametllé , aka Gregor Samsa , that in
his master interpretation lays the
contemporary youth depressive
unconscious bare.
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anybody.

.

La Fura in this case adopted the
power of the text (taking no further
notice of ” iper-media collective
dramaturgy “), of the word, which is
used by the different characters
“against” the apathy, the “no-logos” of
the hybrid element, and the
claustrophobic physical body.

.

So the majestic multi-visionary Fura’s
machine has changed direction or
vision, perhaps their actual theatrical
conception is now facing the
audience, who’s becoming more and
more protagonist. Spectators are
more informed, more critical, more
pretentious, more difficult to satisfy,
but at the same time more intelligent
than ever. The culture range increases
as time goes by and the quality must
increase too. The constant
professional skills of the company,
which is obviously connected to
creativity, instinct, fantasy and
historical and modern artistic culture,
exerted an Influence on the positive
consents they obtained all around the
world.

This work is far from the last years
new perceptions created by the
company as MUGRA or B.O.M ., from
the scenic actions of DADLE CAFE or
XXX, and from such installations as EL
CAGANER ; this time multimedia
quality  they have been using since
the 80s  is supported by other
qualities: acting, sensitization and
socialization. Life powerfully enters
from the entrance door with its
worries and enthusiasms, with its
youth depressions and excitements
but it’s always connected to the
family world. The only “fault” of the
protagonist is to be too much normal
in a world fastening everything
without leaving the time to listen

We appreciated therefore the
multiplicity of the solicitations in spite
of their little technological means,
their subversive impact in spite of the
fluid narration, the spontaneous and
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simultaneous visual perceptions, the
continuous stimulation-immersion of
the audience, the routine supercontrolled – but dramatically real –
performance and the disturbing and
elegantly underground (not borderline
) aesthetics. The transformation has

happened, and, as life teaches us, let’s
wait for some other changes that
always represent evolutions.

www.lafura.com/entrada/index2.htm
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The Dumpster, Bitter Love At Internet Time
Domenico Quaranta

contents but also as a real
phenomenon. There are different
levels of access to a really huge
number of data: almost 20.000
romance interrupted, told on blogs
and that took place in 2005.

Let’s start from the beginning: The
Dumpster is an online project born on
Valentine’s day, visualizing with a cool
design (Processing), a huge number of
data, collected from blogs and related
to people, usually teens, dumped in a
romantic affair.

.

Its author is Golan Levin, that created
and realized the project together with
Kamal Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg,
two high level programmers (Nigam
works for Intelliseek and Google,
Feinberg for IBM). Together with a
text by Lev Manovich, The Dumpster
is supported by Intellieseek, and it is
the the fisrt project of a join venture
between Whitney Museum and Tate
Online, that will brought two other
works (The battle of Algiers by Marc
Lafia and Fang Yu lin, and Screening
circle by Andy Deck). The Dumpster
can be analysed not only in its

In the central area 200 bubbles are
floating, coloured from dark blue to
red. When we click on one of these, it
become yellow, while on the right
appears tha text and next the shining
bubble, containing similar stories. The
left bar shows, as shining points, all
the content of the database, showing
us tha position of the one we choose.
Below, a timeline point out the day of
the broke up, and the number of
broke ups of the same period.
Social data browser, as said Manovich,
allow a 3d searching, and this is a
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huge news . Manovich said also that
the project, described as a collective
image upgraded to data mining and
database, is a point in common
between traditional novel and
sociological analysis, between Tolstoj
and Durkheim.

mistake. Maybe it is just too soon and
new media have to conquer the
complexity so that it will be possible
to reach the aim of this project.

.

Moreover, I said something about the
phenomenon: The Dumpster is a
perfect example of the media art. It is
a complex project, with a long period
of elaboration and two important
structures like Intelliseek and
Blogpulse; esthetically very classy, it is
together astract but very simple,
perfect for a big audience: nothing is
naïve, like the DIY approach that was
a important aspect of the net
sperimentation.

.

In my opinion, I don’t like so much the
idea that these data, full of humanity,
are seen in a white cold browser, that
seem so far from its contents, that
social analysis and sociological
research behind the project created a
database full of stereotypes about
love and that there is no referring to
the original person, so that it is
impossible to follow the life of the
blogger, as it would be possible just
adding a link.

It is an interesting mainstream
project, with good and bad aspects.
There are no critics, just the
punctualisation of a phenomenon.
This project deserve to be read, as a
various and hilarious anthology of
bitter love in the days of Internet.
Example? “ok me and my girfriend
recently broke up ya see I think it was

n other words, it seems to me that
materials deserve a warmer and more
human treatment, and that the novel
style isn’t so well developed. The
image is missing a face, and also some
humanity, Maybe it is not Levin’s
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cuz we have different signs see im a
sagitariuos she was a whore tune in
for next weeks”.

www.tate.org.uk/netart/bvs/thedum
pster.htm
http://artport.whitney.org/commissi
ons/new_commissions.shtml
www.intelliseek.com/
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Esono: Procedural Thinking
Fabio Franchino

procedural work for an advertising
campain. That is almost a dream for
young artists, considering the fact
that communication agency are not
so interested in generative art or
graphical exsperimentation.
I asked Boris about his creative life
and thinking about generative art.

Boris Muller is a designer artist from
Berlin . He studied computer related
design both at the famous College of
Art and Design in Breme and at the
Royal College of Art in London .
Nowadays Teacher of interaction
design and interface design
programme, Boris share his life
between his professional job ( he was
also in Italy between 2001 and 2002 at
the Interactin Institute in Ivrea) and
artistic activity.

.

Fabio Franchino: Tell me about your
influence and about your idea of
generative art

In his various activity and production (
you can find his huge production,
both graphical and interactive ones on
his website), he is absolutely
conscious that design is related to
procedural
methodologies.
Multimedial artist, the main aspect of
his work is the dialogue with the
nature of a computational machine,
Boris had in his curriculum a

Boris Muller: John Maeda had an
important impact on my work. I still
remember when I saw Flying Letters
and Reactive square for the first time.
Other influences came from Frieder
Nake and Georg Nees. I think that one
of the most interesting and important
concept about generative art is that a
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few things were made through the
computer. The main concept of
generative design is the visualisation
of an algorhytm. Instead of create
something physical, the artist create
some rules and relations that can be
applied to different situations.: the
result is has no borders.

interesting one of your works, Poetry
on the road: It is a work created for
the advertising contest. How does it
happened?
Boris Muller: As usual, luck has an
important role. That agency is my
good friend’s one. I think that Poetry
on the Road works also on a
conceptual point of view. The simple
idea of turning a text into an image,
image as a natural structure, is very
similar to the basic idea of poetry.

The computer is just a good
instrument to reach a huge variety of
results, even if it is possible to create
generative artworks without a
computer. An example is on the book
Programme Entwerfen, in which are
analysed the drawn in the windows of
a Basel ‘s convent. Each window has
its own personal drawn, but with the
same rules, the same algorhytm. We
can say that generative art is 700
years old. I think it is very important
for whom is working with digital
media to move from an artistic based
approach to a procedural and
generative approach.

.

Fabio Franchino: Do you think that the
generative model could change
something into the creative
production or it would remain into the
sperimental world?
Boris Muller: I think that generative
design will play an important role. This
generation has a huge number of
instruments that allow them to create
using a generative approach. This
situation itself influence future
development into the design world.

.

Fabio Franchino: I found very
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www.esono.com
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Living Room Video Art
Alessandra Migani

Light Surgeons that they have come
out with  through an almost natural
course – Domestic Archaeology, an
installation conceived in collaboration
with the Geffrey Museum of London .
The project, a reflection on Londoners’
domestic spaces, will be available to
the senses of the audience from 25
April to 28 August inside the museum.
The meaning of the term living-room
is incredibly fascinating. The word
living room has an abounding in
images impact: it’s the “room where
you live”, the place where the family
and friends spend time together, the
room where entertaining stories are
told, the fireplace room where the
family gathers; the first place of the
house where the TV entered and
replaced daily chats; the place of the
stereo and music for someone, the
place of photographs and memories
for someone else, the human body
extension-space.

.

The Light Surgeons were born in the
middle of the 90′s as a collective of
artists coming from different
backgrounds that had in common
passions as cinema, graphics and
music. The audio-video work, which is
very innovative, is performed by these
three guys by means of different
analogical and digital media, from
video to photography, from 16mm
films to music. Everything is inserted

So even if styles, design objects, and
interior decorations change livingroom remains the living and pulsing
core of every house in every epoch
and at every geographic latitude. This
fascinating idea has excited so much
the minds of the British collective The
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in an interdisciplinary discourse and
they have a documentary research
approach on the contemporary
society (see also the article The Light
Surgeon DigiMag 05).

TLS  who’s first experiment in 2004
was the installations called The Living
Room they showed at Watermans Art
Centre di Brentford  have organized
some workshops and meetings yet.
The 24 of February was presented an
extract from the project Parlez-vous?
at Transvision friday late , a soirée
organized by onedotzero in the
beautiful spaces of the Victoria &
Albert Museum .

The founder and director of TLS, Chris
Allen is followed by two other artists
at the moment: Robert PyecroftRainbow from England and Brede
Korsmo from Norway. They
participate to international exhibitions
with their installations and audiovideo performances. The Geffrye
Museum , on Kingsland Road at
Shoreditch , the most vibrant quarter
on the British Trendy scene, is an
almost unique museum because it’s
focalized on the history of English
middle class’s houses and gardens
from 1580 now. This inquiry on English
houses is carried on by permanent or
temporary exhibitions and it is
followed by further activities such as
publications and educational
programs.

TLS’s Parlez-vous? Was installed in
room number 54 of the museum, The
Parlour room, 11 Henrietta Street ,
inside the British Galleries. The interior
decoration of this room is a
contemporary revisited Sixteenth
Century’s style. Only a few persons
can enter at once.
A projector projects images of
Londoner’s living rooms on the walls
while the house owners comment the
meaning and content of the living
rooms projected.

.

.

While you’re in this small room the
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confessions of the owners of these
houses completely attract your
attention; one of the people
interviewed attacks the presence of
the TV in the living room furiously
saying he’s never have it because he
prefers listening to music in a
complete relax; another one
comments on photographs and
posters on the walls of his living room;
images connected to the music
business he comes from and
memories immediately follow images;
on the other hand a woman insists on
the importance of living room as a
family gathering centre.

realized during workshops will be
showed at the Geffrey Museum and
the space will be divided into two
environments: The Parlour and The
Annex . The two environments will be
connected by the same hall that
divides them, which will be
dominated by photographs and prints
to re-create the impression of heart
and home.
The installation will be a multi
sensorial one; there will be old
photographs, sculptures, video
images, sounds and odours. Through
living room investigation TLS guys
want to reflect on some of the most
meaningful aspects of the British
society life-style through generations.

Details are very accurate. At the very
corner of the roof we see a portion of
a cloudy sky and placed on the floor in
front of us there’s a screen
transmitting the images of an heart.
The result is extraordinary, the recreation of heart and home is perfect.
.

.

Domestic Archaeology is a sort of a
very attentive investigation where
Londoners show their houses and let
the audience see their life styles, their
reflections on daily life, generation to
generation connections, and their
tastes. So the living room assumes a

.

In April objects and sculptures
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new character, it become the place
where the society is reflected. The
kind of approach and communication
is based on a double exchange
between the museum  becoming an
apartment room  and the room 
becoming a museum; the private
world becomes part of the public
world. Visitors will enter the Geffreys
museum and they’ll realize they
entered a familiar space. The ethnical
and social differences that
characterize London make in my
opinion this project much more
charming. In addition the audience
will interact with the installation
becoming an active part. What’s
more, if you can’t visit the museum
there’s a dvd and a website to limit

physical barriers.
One more time TLS confirm their
ability to carry on, together with the
creative
process,
a
direct
communication with the audience’s
minds who are forced to reflect on the
stimuli they received and to examine
the spaces where they live on their
several meanings. This is the great
artistic project of one of the last years
most sensitive and creative mind:
Chris Allen.

www.domestic-archaeology.com/
www.thelightsurgeons.co.uk/
www.geffrye-museum.org.uk/
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Anti – Apartheid Animations
Monica Ponzini

animals and buildings collapse to
make room for deserted lands passed
through masses of poor people. While
Soho crashes everything he bump into
like a crazy rhino Felix lives in an
anxious state that has drawn half of
his house like a fish aimlessly roaming
about the world. The treacherous love
between Felix and Soho’s wife is
carried out in the aquatic element like
a vital flux opposing to the outside
dryness of the African land, of the
apartheid social tensions and of Soho
‘s feelings. But Soho ‘s feelings have
not completely dead yet and he’ll
fight to have his wife again.

It’s the parable of life, the history of a
nation, the reflection of a visual
poetic. From 15 to 20 February the
MoMA of New York has presented 9
Drawings for projection , the series of
animations realized from 1989 to 2003
by the South African artist William
Kentridge ( Johannesburg , 1955). With
a technique which is essential and
shocking at the same time the artist
composes the portrait of his Country
through a “little history” full of
symbolic implications.
In a magmatic and protean landscape
the saga of three imaginary characters
takes place: they are Soho Eckstein,
who’s a mining tycoon and a man of
property, his wife and her idealist and
passionate lover, Felix Teitlebaum. It’s
a non-narration progressing through
associations and visual digressions.
Bodies change into hills, pools, and

.

Kentridge has been developing this
series for a long time. The series was
not born as a unique project but it
was born as a series of “sketches” to
realize a documentary he has never
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realized. Kentridge starts from a
charcoal drawing  with essentially
blue and red colour insertions  next
he photographs the drawing, he rubs
out it, he touches up the pic and then
he goes on to the next photogram
obtaining a visual flux including in
itself all its creation process.

.

As the medium used shows
everything is unstable: as the fortune
of the rich Soho can’t save him from
the common fate of human beings so
the cruel power of a government can’t
keep the majority of its population in
chains. From the bed of the hospital
where doctors try to reanimate him
the protagonists
Johannesburg-2nd
starts an intimist
Greatest
journey
City
after
that
Paris
starting
Monument
from an Mine
individualObesity
Sobriety,
point ofand
view
Growing
leads him
Oldto
the perception
Felix
in Exile History
of an entire
of thepopulation
Main
exploited and
Complaint
Weighing
segregated.
and Wanting
Stereoscope Tide Table
9 Drawings for Projection. 19892003 ,
South Africa . Directed and animated
by William Kentridge. Music by Phillip
Miller.:
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
. 78 min.

In a literary bustle from sheet of paper
to camera the storyboard is
eliminated and the animation comes
out from a continuous touching up
that maintains some previous images
trace and the evolution of the artist’s
thought. Sheets of papers fly in the
floating Soho ‘s world also as if it was
a trait d’union among the character,
the author and the audience.

www.moma.org
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Link index
Mikrosolke, Anarchia Audiovisiva
http://www.mikrosolke.org
Qubogas: No Audiovisual Performances
http://www.qubogas.com/
Live Dj Set Vs Studio Dj Set
Loren Chasse, Photographing Acustic Spaces
http://www.23five.org/lchasse/
Inviting Horror: Join To The Fear
http://www.invitinghorror.org/
http://www.jillmagid.net/Home.htm
http://www.lancelmaat.nl/
Reality Addicts: Transmediale 06
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=292
http://www.transmediale.de/
http://www.researchraft.net/
http://cip.io/about
http://www.gwei.org/
http://www.spots-berlin.com/
http://www.ventura-dance.com/stuff/set.html
Robotmusic: Beyond The Life
http://suguru.goto.free.fr/
Regional Innovation Systems
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http://www.ersa.org/
Art . Exe
http://www.studiocanali.com
http://www.arcnaut.it/
http://www.provincia.milano.it/cultura
Seamless 2.0: Inventing Integration
http://seamless.sigtronica.org/
http://www.media.mit.edu/events/movies/video.php?id=seamless-2006-0201
Wj-s Project…web Emotions
http://www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sessions
http://www.mnac.ro/
http://www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sessions
http://www.wj-s.org/-bookmarks
http://www.wj-s.org/-WJ-Sets
http://www.roquigny.info/
To Cure With Video Art
http://www.perfectlynormal.ca/
Second Life Art
http://www.internetlandscape.it/
http://www.secondlife.com/
Transmodal Intuition
http://www.m-node.com/
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http://www.naba.it/sito_2005/sito/
Vision Theatrical Machines
http://www.exmachina.qc.ca/intro.htm
Fura’s Metamorphosis
http://www.lafura.com/entrada/index2.htm
The Dumpster, Bitter Love At Internet Time
http://www.tate.org.uk/netart/bvs/thedumpster.htm
http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/new_commissions.shtml
http://www.intelliseek.com/%20
Esono: Procedural Thinking
http://www.esono.com
Living Room Video Art
http://www.domestic-archaeology.com/
http://www.thelightsurgeons.co.uk/
http://www.geffrye-museum.org.uk/
Anti – Apartheid Animations
http://www.moma.org/
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